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1. Introduction
The Covid-19 pandemic shows once again: policies addressing and affecting human migration and
mobility both explicitly and implicitly are inherently and mutually intertwined (Czaika, Erdal and
Talleraas 2021). Simultaneously, the effects and effectiveness of migration policies are influenced by
a multitude of other public policies including healthcare, welfare, labour, economic or foreign
policies. Migration governance systems are characterized by a range of policy instruments for
attracting, admitting, selecting, controlling, or deterring migrants, but often ignore the relevance of
other state policies in shaping migration processes.
While acknowledging the interconnected nature of migration policy and governance systems,
scholars have rarely tried to analyze whether and how multiple migration-relevant policies coevolve in a systematic and coordinated way. This paper aims to fill this gap by asking whether
internal and external migration-relevant policies develop in similar directions in terms of their
restrictiveness, and, to what extent various migration-relevant policy instruments describe patterns
of policy convergence or divergence?
Combining several policy datasets on internal and external migration policies, but also on other
policies with migration-relevance, this paper disentangles migration policy configurations in and
across 31 European states between 1990 and 2020. We identify both so-called categorical interlinkages
as well as spatial dependence in the formation and evolution of migration policy instruments
forming broader migration-relevant policy configurations (Czaika, Bohnet and Soto-Nishimura
2021). Consequently, such migration ‘policy packages’ need to be considered if wanting to
understand the formation of European migration governance system which is based on the interplay
of a multitude of internal and external policy areas and instruments.
The next section provides a conceptualisation of the European migration policy mix understood as
complex configurations of multiple internal and external policy instruments with migration
relevance. We further elaborate on four fundamental hypotheses that address, on the one hand, the
interplay of multiple policy instruments with each other, and on the other, are able to shape either
explicitly or implicitly, yet conjointly, migration patterns and outcomes. Section 3 introduces some
key policy areas that we consider as integral elements of a comprehensive configuration of
migration-relevant policies. A description of migration policy trends is followed in Section 4 by a
more rigorous assessment of spatial and categorical dependence in migration-relevant policy
instruments. Section 5 concludes.
The analysis shows that the European migration policy mix is a configuration of policies that seem
to develop rather independently from each other in rather incoherent directions – both within as
well as between European destination countries. Yet a closer analysis identifies some striking
patterns of convergence and co-evolution of some ‘functionally proximate’ policy areas while more
‘functionally distant‘ policies seem less integrated or coordinated. That is, despite efforts for greater
harmonisation in some policy areas or some policy instruments, the broader European ‘migration
policy regime’ is still rather fragmented, and a multitude of migration-relevant policies follow only
weakly a policy coherent trend within and across Europe states.
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2. Migration policy-mix in the making: domains, drivers
and interlinkages
2.1 The politics of internal and external migration policy changes
Migration policies naturally emerged with the formation of the Westphalian nation state and its
attempt to control the movement of population (Torpey 1998). Policy making in this realm was
initially aimed at limiting the departure, or facilitating the arrival, of a vital workforce, before
shifting towards the regulation and control of immigration of foreigners since the mid-1970s (Czaika
and De Haas 2013; Haas and Vezzoli 2011; Zolberg 1989). While it is acknowledged that migration
policies “evolve over longer time periods” (Czaika 2020, 299), there is little doubt that over the past
decades the landscape of regulations, laws and processes seeking to govern international migration
has become “richer”, i.e., more complex and fragmented, involving a growing array of state and
non-state actors establishing and utilizing a toolbox of policy instruments for addressing multiple
political objectives on issues related to the migration and integration of an increasingly mobile
population. The formation and changes of ‘migration-relevant policies’ have occurred in various
directions and speeds, across and between countries and migrant categories, and across governance
levels, be they local, regional, national or supranational. The burgeoning literature on migration
governance reflects this trend, and studies have evolved from trying to explain distinct migration
policies (for an overview, see Weinar, Bonjour, and Zhyznomirska 2018), their drivers (Zincone,
Penninx, and Borkert 2011; de Haas, Natter, and Vezzoli 2015), outcomes and impact (De Haas and
Czaika 2015; Lutz 2019), to describing and categorizing varying degrees of complexity through the
concepts of policy regimes and policy mixes, to measuring and assessing policy change.
The formation and change of so-called internal and external migration policies has been observed
along different dimensions. With internal migration policies we refer here to those policies that aim
to target migrants within the nation state or country, while external migration policies are
implemented and/or create impact outside the national boundaries. Policy making, it has been
noticed, could be driven by factors linked to the social dynamics of the migratory process (Castles
2004, 857). For instance, admission and temporary residence policies might be the result of
policymakers’ understandings of the migration phenomenon as a rational assessment of individuals
seeking to maximize their utility (Elsner and Zimmermann 2016; Scholten and Penninx 2016).
Migration policies in Europe have also evolved as part of the European integration process whereby
member states have gradually created a free movement framework and harmonized asylum and
reception policies (Geddes 2021). The European migration policy dynamism can be also related to
institutional developments at the EU level, since an increasing number of supranational actors now
take part in the policy process, such as different Directorates General of the Commission, the new
European Asylum Support Office (the future European Asylum Agency), the Fundamental Rights
agency or international organizations like the International Organization for Migration (IOM) or the
Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). Indeed, actors at multiple
levels bring their own agendas and trigger national policy change.
The interaction between economic and security-related migration drivers are commonly used to
explain external policies, that is to say, policies “designed for implementation and impact outside of
the borders of the policy-making state” (Czaika, Erdal, and Talleraas 2021, 4). More recently,
however, the externalization debate has highlighted how failures to reform internal policies, such as
the Dublin regulation on asylum processing, may lead to developments in areas such as return and
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readmission, which directly affect and involve non-EU countries (Lavenex 2006; Trauner 2016;
Kasparek 2016).
While recognizing its complexity, most of the research on the politics of European migration policies,
has focused on sub-fields or, whenever engaging with interlinkages, it has looked at specific ‘policy
pairs’, such as migration-related aid interventions (Lanati and Thiele 2018), admission and
citizenship policies (Balch and Geddes 2012), or policies on return and readmission (Stutz and
Trauner 2021). The focus on some single policy areas, such as asylum, family, or labour migration
policies, tends to lose sight of the overall functionality of comprehensive immigration policy
regimes.
In order to make sense of the “complexification” (Scholten 2020) of migration policies, intended as
the transformation of issue characteristics of migration and the growing interlinkages between
policy instruments, scholars have increasingly relied on the notions of policy regimes and policy
mixes. Although “regime” is not a unified concept, regime terminology has become rather
widespread in migration research (Horvath, Amelina, and Peters 2017). Whether building on
International Relations theories (Samers 2016), on social policy theorizing (Sciortino 2004) or
adopting a Foucauldian perspective (Haahr and Walters 2004; Genova and Peutz 2010), this
approach has allowed highlighting the interplay between migration and other regulatory sources,
actors and practices, such as welfare systems (Sciortino 2004) or the labour market (Clark et al. 2019).
It is argued, however, that these analyses have not lived up with their promises of
comprehensiveness and comparability (Boucher and Gest 2015; Schultz, Lutz, and Simon 2021), and
this mostly because of the lack of clear indicators to categorize and compare migration regimes.
Moreover, there have been very few attempts (Boucher and Gest 2015) to understand the drivers of
migration regimes and to measure their variation.
Against these limitations, we agree with Schultz et al. (2021) who claim that the notion of policymixes is better suited to gauge and explain the multi-dimensional character of migration policies.
Drawing on the macro-economic policy field, a policy-mix is intended as the combination of
instruments that affect migration patterns. This approach therefore assumes that migration policies
should be analyzed by looking at the interaction between sub-policy fields and among different –
and sometimes competing – rationales that drive sub-policy making. As rightly argued by Schultz
et al. (ibid), in migration research the concept of policy-mix also allows addressing the contradiction
between the search for increasing openness prompted by globalization and liberalism, and
restrictive tendencies driven by rising anti-immigrant public attitudes or right-wing coalitions,
which is known as “liberal paradox” (Hollifield 2004). The conceptualization of migration policies
as policy-mixes leaves room for these co-existing logics, objectives and actions to be assessed and
explained.
Indeed, some existing research endeavors to measure whether migration policies have become more
restrictive, or if more liberal have proliferated. Claims of increasing restrictiveness of policies
targeting migration towards Europe, which are well exemplified by the Fortress Europe metaphor
and by the externalization and securitization trends (de Haas 2008; Geddes and Taylor 2016; Zardo
and Loschi 2020; Bialasiewicz 2012) have been counterbalanced by more liberal portrays of
regulatory frameworks for asylum seekers, refugees and migrants regularly residing in EU countries
(Guiraudon and Lahav 2000; Sasse 2005). Based on their analysis of the DEMIG POLICY database,
covering policy changes in 45 countries, de Haas et al. (2015) argue that overall, migration policies
have become less restrictive over the past decades. They also show, however, the extent to which
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contemporary migration policies have become highly differentiated according to specific migrant
categories and call for the need to “consider such different types of policies separately, in addition
to aggregating them” (de Haas, Natter, and Vezzoli 2015, 27). In this respect, the concept of policymix is instrumental in pushing forward the understanding of migration policies as aggregates of
sub-policy fields and in explaining their development over time and space.
This paper assumes that, first, European migration policy mixes are not only composed by internal
and external policies directly targeting “migratory behaviour of a target population in an intended
direction” (Czaika, Erdal, and Talleraas 2021, 2), but also by other migration-relevant state policies.
These ‘non-migration policies’, that is public policies in areas such as health, labour market, or
development aid, are capable of implicitly (and indirectly) but sustainably shaping migration
patterns and process.
Second, we conceive migration policy packages not just as unstructured sets of multiple instruments,
but as configurations of policies with an integral functional relationship. Our endeavour is to
theorize interlinkages between internal and external migration policies, and between migration and
migration-relevant policies within and beyond the countries´ territories and borders. In doing so,
we gradually move from the more static concept of policy-mix towards the more fine-grained notion
of configuration wherein policies can influence, i.e., mediate, reinforce, counteract or neutralize, each
other. We therefore capture not only how policy-mixes do co-evolve along the restrictive-liberal
spectrum across countries and over time, but also assess functional interlinkages and identify
spatial, categorical, and temporal dependencies. Eventually, we move on to exploring the drivers of
the policy formation process to understand shifts and changes in complex policy configurations.

2.2 Co-evolution of migration and migration-relevant polices
It is widely recognized that migration policies are not independent from each other: they are part of
broad packages pursuing different, and sometimes contradicting, goals (Castles 2004; Czaika, Erdal,
and Talleraas 2021). The interaction between different policies and different instruments, however,
has not been thoroughly studied (Haas et al. 2019). To disentangle policy-mixes, we may distinguish
four levels of interaction and complexity. The first has to do with categorical interlinkages, that is,
associations between policies operating within the internal and the external domains of migration
and migration-relevant policies. The second level is still composed by interlinkages within a
country´s policy-mix but describes interactions between migration and migration-relevant policies.
Indeed, it is increasingly argued that migration outcomes are not only shaped by policies that are
specifically intended to have a migration consequence, but also by those that are not specifically
designed and implemented for migration management purposes (Czaika, Erdal, and Talleraas 2021;
Kuschminder and Koser 2017; Haas and Vezzoli 2011). The third layer of interaction acknowledges
the growing relevance of the external dimension of European migration policies (Graae GammeltoftHansen 2006) and hypothesizes policy linkages between the internal and external policy domains.
The fourth layer conjectures on the interaction among policy-mixes across countries, drawing on
propositions of the policy coherence and policy diffusion literature.

Categorical interlinkages within the internal migration policy-mix
The first linkage that we explore is the one between those policies aimed at attracting and integrating
migrants and those aiming to deter or return migrants. Securing the border is often seen as a
prerequisite for states to liberalize their policies on rights to stay and integrate in a dynamic which
has been captured by the “number versus rights” logic. Ruhs and Martin hypothesize that states´
choices are driven by a trade-off whereby admitting more migrant workers and offering them
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relatively few rights is cost-effective (Ruhs and Martin 2008). Following a similar logic, we
conceptualize the relationship between policies seeking to attract and those seeking to control
migration as being driven by a “less migration, more rights” rationale. We therefore test the key
proposition of the “numbers versus rights” model and expect to find that:
H1) Increasing liberalisation (restriction) of admission and integration policies is associated
with increased restrictiveness (liberalisation) of border and return policies.

Categorical interlinkages between migration and migration-relevant policies
As noted above, migration outcomes are not only the result of policies directly targeting migration.
There is, indeed, a vast array of policies whose focus is not migration management per se, but whose
objectives are otherwise, but their impact nevertheless affects migration drivers, processes and
outcomes. Hence, migration-relevant policies are those that “have a direct or indirect effect on
migration, no matter whether they are established for a migration-related objective, or not” (Czaika,
Erdal, and Talleraas 2021, 35). While not directly engaging with the concept of migration-relevant
policy, research has already tackled these types of interlinkages. The welfare magnet hypothesis
(Borjas 1999), for instance, conjectures on the effect that the existence of the welfare state, and the
magnitude of welfare benefits, might have on the quantity and composition of migration flows,
claiming that more generous welfare provisions tend to attract (relatively more low-skilled)
migrants (Razin and Wahba 2015; Allard and Danziger 2000). On a similar note, but with a focus on
the external dimension of migration, there is consensus in the literature that the effect of foreign aid
on migration flows is positive (Lanati and Thiele 2018; Parsons and Winters 2014; Berthélemy,
Beuran, and Maurel 2009). Despite this evidence, the debate highlights that policy-makers tend to
strategically use welfare or aid policies, but also foreign, military, or climate policy as viable
instruments to strengthen migration control (Thiele and Lanati 2018). Conditional foreign aid, for
instance, has become a tool to overcome third countries reluctance to cooperate on readmission
(Cassarino 2010; İçduygu and Aksel 2014; Zardo 2017). We therefore hypothesize for both internal
and external policy domains that:
H2) Direct migration policies that explicitly aim to control migration are interdependent of
or mediated by other indirect migration-relevant policies and may conjointly either constrain
or enhance migration opportunities for potential migrants.
We therefore expect to find no clear (or, an ambiguous) association between migration and
migration-relevant policies.

Interdependence of internal and external migration policies
Trends of migration policy making in Europe indicate that states have become increasingly active in
the so-called external dimension of their migration policies. Scholars have labelled this phenomenon
the “externalisation” of migration policy, which has triggered a burgeoning academic debate. In her
analysis of the EU migration agenda, Lavenex points to the shift towards extraterritorial control as
being “less a new phenomenon than the continuation of the transgovernmental logic of cooperation”
(Lavenex 2006, 330). She agrees, however, on external policies as being strictly interconnected with
internal migration policies because they serve as an “escape road” for internal policy constraints.
The link between external and internal migration policies has been also conceptualized as “internalexternal security nexus” (Trauner and Carrapiço 2012), based on the idea that the EU may increase
its problem-solving capacity in relation to the fight against irregular migration, by strengthening
cooperation with third countries (Trauner and Carrapiço 2012; Graee Gammeltoft-Hansen 2006; Bigo
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2014). Following the “escape” logic, we expect states to rely on restrictive external migration policies
as a pre-condition for pursuing more liberal internal policies. We conjecture that:
H3) Increased restrictiveness (liberalisation) of the external policy mix is associated with
increased liberalisation (restrictions) of the internal policy mix within each EU country.

Spatial convergence of migration policies
A prominent hypothesis in the immigration politics literature is that countries’ immigration policies
have become increasingly similar over time because of internal and external constraints (Hollifield
et al. 2014; Meyers 2002). Moreover, policies might not only have evolved in a certain direction but
may also have become more similar over time, either in a liberal or a restrictive way. This line of
argument follows the policy diffusion debate (Gilardi and Wasserfallen 2019; Graham, Shipan, and
Volden 2013), according to which policy choices are interdependent, and a choice made by one
decision-maker influences, by means of several types of mechanisms, the choices made by other
decision-makers, and is in turn influenced by them. As done elsewhere (Czaika, Bohnet, and SotoNishimura 2021), we assume that convergence might be stronger among countries that are
geographically close. We hypothesize that changes in certain policy areas in one EU country are
influenced by policy changes in the same areas in other geographically proximate countries. This
may basically hold for both the internal and the external policy domains. Hence:
H4) Increasingly restrictive (liberal) internal (external) policies are associated with
increasingly restrictive (liberal) internal (external) policy-mix in geographically
proximate countries.
To identify whether internal and external policies have followed similar or dissimilar trajectories
over the past three decades, we will, first, use descriptive statistics in section 3 to determine patterns
across different migration policy areas and, second, in section 4, conduct panel regression analyses
to identify the existence of categorical and spatial interlinkages more rigorously.
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3. European migration-relevant policies: data and patterns
The following section describes some key patterns and features of the European policy-mix as a set
of multiple external and internal migration and migration-relevant policy instruments.

3.1 Internal policies
Internal migration policy areas include here border, admission, integration and return policies as
these are commonly agreed to be the key internal migration policy instruments (de Haas, Natter,
and Vezzoli 2015). The measures of these policy areas originate from the recently extended DEMIGQuantMig migration policy database (Quantmig 2021) which covers the European Union member
states plus the United Kingdom, Switzerland, Norway, Iceland, thus 31 countries, for the period
1990 to 2020. Following the example of the original DEMIG POLICY database (2015), the DEMIGQuantMig indicators of policy measures are coded according to the policy area, as well as changes
in restrictiveness they introduce in the existing legal system. It represents either a change towards
more, or less restrictiveness within the existing legal system, i.e., the reference point for identifying
a legal change is always the respective legal status quo. The effectiveness of policies implemented
by national governments is assessed in moments of policy change and against the criterion whether
and to what extent migration policy change may affect migration in the intended way. The database
covers 5131 policy changes within the period 1990 to 2020 of which most took place in the area of
admission policies (3198) followed by policy adaptations in the area of integration (872), border
policy (570) and 491 policy changes in the area of return (Table 1).

Table 1 Number of policy changes by area, direction, and magnitude of change, 1990-2020
Policy area /
Major
MidMinor
FineTotal #
Direction of
change
level
change
tuning
of
change / Magnitude
change
change
changes
of change
Border policy
186
98
109
177
570
Less restrictive
29
3
10
4
46
More restrictive
149
94
90
168
501
No change*
8
1
9
5
23
Admission policy
396
904
767
1131
3198
Less restrictive
216
646
466
781
2109
More restrictive
144
217
258
298
917
No change*
36
41
43
52
172
Integration policy
260
178
278
156
872
Less restrictive
184
123
164
115
586
More restrictive
70
53
88
37
248
No change*
6
2
26
4
38
Return policy
48
257
59
127
491
Less restrictive
25
32
14
20
91
More restrictive
16
225
40
107
388
No change*
7
5
12
Total # of changes
890
1437
1213
1591
5131
Note: (*) Includes changes where direction cannot be assessed.
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With regard to the change in policy restrictiveness, which entails introducing a new policy measure
compared to the previous situation, it is an ordinal variable assessing the relative change in
restrictiveness in one of the four policy areas border, admission, integration, and return. This policy
change variable has three values [−1, 0, +1]. A policy change is recorded if a policy extended or
restricted the rights attributed to a target migrant group.1
In addition, the DEMIG-QuantMig database also includes a variable to capture the magnitude of the
policy change. This variable assesses on a four-level scale whether a particular policy change
constitutes a ‘fine-tuning change’ (+/−1), ‘minor change’ (+/−2), ‘mid-level change’ (+/−3) or ‘major
change’ (+/−4).2
3.1.1. Policy Dynamics and Change Intensity
Inventing, adapting, or readjusting policy objectives and their implementation are the ‘raison d'être’
of national governments and the administrative apparatus. In the area of migration, policy changes
are a frequent phenomenon with sometimes several policy adjustments per year that affect and
regulate the means and conditions of a (native and foreign) migrant population for entering, staying,
integrating, leaving, or returning. The more than 5000 policy changes that are recorded in the
DEMIG-QuantMig migration policy database are hereby unevenly distributed across the 31
European countries, but also over time and by their magnitude and direction.
First, policy intensities in terms of the number of changes per year varies significantly over time and
across countries. Periods of relative policy stability reflected by rather few (Figure 1) or relative
minor (Figure 2) migration policy changes are frequently interrupted by major policy shifts
implemented by larger policy packages. These policy packages are usually mixed bags of new
regulations and measures which are either implemented after a change in government and/or after
an often long and tedious discourse and decision-making process. Major immigration reforms
usually bundle a range of new measures that combine more liberal regulations in some areas with
more restrictive measures in other areas (Czaika and De Haas 2013). Migration policy priorities and
objectives are shaped in a context of multiple and usually competing policy and political interests
and agendas of politicians, voters, and various interest groups (Boswell 2007).

Measures that restricted the rights of a migrant group were coded +1 (policy change towards more restrictiveness
compared to the status quo policy), while measures intending to extend the rights of a migrant group were coded −1 (policy
change towards less restrictiveness compared to the policy before). The code 0 (no change in the level of restrictiveness or
a change cannot be assessed) was used in two policy scenarios: (i) when a completely new regulative (selection) system
was introduced whose restrictiveness cannot be compared to the previous legal framework – such as the introduction of a
points-based system into a labour migration regime that was previously demand-driven; (ii) for measures whose impact
on rights cannot be assessed because changes affect non-coded dimensions (particularly age and gender groups, for
example unaccompanied minors was such a group) (cf. DEMIG Codebook (2015)).
1

The DEMIG-QuantMig coding methodology followed the same procedure as outlined in the DEMIG POLICY codebook
(2015) which specifies detailed definitions of the various codes.
2
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Figure 1 Total number of internal migration policy changes per year, by country

Data source: DEMIG-QuantMig migration policy database (2021). Own elaboration.

Figure 2 indicates that in none of the 31 European countries a steady and robust long-term policy
trend in the policy direction existed over the past three decades. We rather observe migration policy
cycles where in some years policy changes towards more restrictive regulations dominate but are
followed by periods of more liberal policy adjustments. For instance, the Czech Republic had a series
of liberal policy changes in the early 1990s (and to some extent also in the mid-2000s) which had
been interrupted by more restrictive policy adaptations in the later 1990s and the early 2000s.
Slovenia, on the other hand, turned more restrictive in the 1990s and only liberalised moderately
after the mid-2000s. However, beyond these larger policy trends, it is a matter of fact that in any of
these periods both constraining and facilitating migration policy changes are bundled together,
obviously with some intertemporal dominance of either liberal or restrictive policy changes.
Across all 31 European countries, Figure 3 displays that the policy activity in terms of the average
number of policy changes per year and country can be estimated by as a continuously rising trend.
While the DEMIG-QuantMig migration policy database identifies less than four policy changes per
year during the 1990s, this number has more than doubled for the 2010s. The post-2015 period was
hereby a period of exceptionally intense political dynamic with high policy adaptation activity in
most countries. At the same time, the significance or magnitude of policy changes has developed in
the opposite direction. Policy changes in the 1990s have been – on average – of greater significance
regarding the rights of migrants than those in the 2000s. Moreover, policy adaptations during the
past decade have been predominantly fine-tuning changes (Figure 3).
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Figure 2 Internal migration policy changes by magnitude and direction, by country and year

Data source: DEMIG-QuantMig migration policy database (2021). Own elaboration.

Figure 3 Total number of internal migration policy changes per year, by country

Data source: DEMIG-QuantMig migration policy database (2021). Own elaboration.
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3.1.2. Trends in internal migration policies
The raw scores of our policy variables do not assess the absolute level of restrictiveness of a specific
policy within a country. However, when we aggregate all (magnitude-weighted) policy changes and
standardise with regard to a reference year (in our case 1989), we can compare changes in policy
restrictiveness across time and across countries. Figure 4 illustrates aggregates of country-specific
policy changes over three decades per policy area (Figures 4a-d) and aggregated across all four
policy areas (Figure 4e).
Figure 4 illustrates area-specific levels of policy restrictiveness; with the red (blue) colouring
representing more (less) restrictive policy levels at the beginning of 2020 than in our reference year
1989 in the respective European country. Regarding border policies, policy changes towards more
restrictive regulations has been the dominant trend in all 31 European countries with more than 500
changes towards greater restrictiveness versus less than 50 changes towards more liberal regulations
(Table 1). At the forefront of this trend has been the United Kingdom and Slovenia, but also the
Benelux countries. France, Spain, or Italy have seen much tighter border policies in 2020 than 30
years before. At the lower end of this scale is Sweden, Switzerland or Cyprus which have only
modestly tightened their border policies.
Policy changes in the area of admission take place most frequently; more than 60 per cent of all
policy changes address this specific migration policy domain. Interestingly, there is not a clear
Europe-wide trend in this area. While countries like Germany, Poland, Czech Republic, or Spain
have significantly liberalised admission policies, the Netherlands and Denmark have tightened their
admission and stay regulations over the past three decades.
Similar heterogeneity across European countries can be observed in the area of integration, where
countries like the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and France have turned policies more restrictive
while countries like Finland, Poland or the Southern European countries Portugal, Spain and Greece
have implemented a range of policies that support the integration of their immigrant population.
Overall, the number of supportive integration policy measures is almost double (586) compared to
the number of measures towards more restrictiveness (248) (Table 1). Return policy is the area with
the least activity in terms of policy changes (491, i.e., less than 10 per cent of all policy changes fall
into this area), with almost four out of five policy changes in this area have turned out to be more
restrictive than the prior status quo regulation. For instance, Germany, Belgium, Hungary or
Norway have implemented stricter policies on return including return enforcement or detention.
Across all four internal migration policy areas, and across the 31 European countries, the policy
trends are rather mixed. While internal migration policies in the UK, the Netherlands or Slovenia
have turned largely restrictive, countries like Luxembourg, Portugal or even Poland have seen a
trend in the opposite direction (Figure 4e). The diversity in policy outcomes evolved across
countries, but also across policy areas and over time.
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Figure 4 Internal migration policy development in restrictiveness, 1990-2020
[a] Border policy

[b] Admission policy

[c] Integration policy

[d] Return policy

[4e] All internal migration policy

Data source: DEMIG-QuantMig migration policy database (2021). Own elaboration.
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Figure 5 further identifies the Europe-wide policy dynamic over the past three decades on the four
internal migration policy areas under scrutiny: while the restrictiveness of border policies is
disproportionally intensifying over time, the growing restrictiveness of return policies follows a
rather linear trend for the 31 European countries. However, while admission policies have been
continuously liberalising at a growing pace across Europe, the frequency and magnitude by which
integration-enhancing policies are implemented has been rather slowing down (Figure 5).
This bird’s eye perspective of European migration policy trends can be further nuanced by statespecific disaggregation. Figure 6 illustrates that policy trends across the four internal policy areas
followed dissimilar trends across Europe. While area-specific policies have diverged in several
countries (e.g., Belgium, Germany, Luxembourg, Poland, Slovakia), some other countries have
designed and implemented their internal migration policies much more coherently either in a rather
restrictive (e.g., United Kingdom) or a more liberal direction (e.g., Sweden).
The Europe-wide trend of increasingly restrictive policies around border control and enforcement
as well as on return (Figure 5) is mostly consistent but not for all 31 countries. For instance, Denmark
has turned admission policies more restrictive and weakly liberalised return policies (both against
the larger trend). Or, against the trend, the UK has been turning more restrictive in the area of
migrant integration but did not significantly adjust their return policies. Interestingly, the island
states of Iceland, Malta and Cyprus have kept their internal migration policies relatively neutral by
mostly balancing out policy changes towards more restrictive regulations by changes in the opposite
direction.
Figure 5 European trend in the level of restrictiveness of internal migration policies, by policy area

Data source: DEMIG-Quantmig migration policy database (2021). Own elaboration.
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Figure 6: Level of restrictiveness of internal migration policies, by country and policy area

Data source: DEMIG-Quantmig migration policy database (2021). Own elaboration.

The extent to which internal migration policies are mutually interlinked in the frequency, direction,
and magnitude of their evolution over three decades can be assessed by calculating Pearson crosscorrelation coefficients (Table 2). We find the strongest correlation (0.547) between aggregated policy
changes on admission and integration, with both areas strongly moving towards more liberal and
migrant-friendly measures and regulations. Co-evolution towards more restrictive regulations
around border control and return can be measured by a correlation coefficient of 0.394. For all the
remaining dyadic policy area combinations we find negative correlations, meaning that trends in
these policy dyads are significantly dissimilar, even though the conceptually more ‘distant’ policies
of border enforcement and integration are only weakly correlated.

Table 2 Cross-correlation matrix of internal migration policies
Border policy

Admission policy

Admission policy

-0.322*

Integration policy

-0.164*

0.547*

Return policy

0.394*

-0.390*

Integration policy

-0.310*

Note: (*) significant at 5% level.

These associations between different internal migration policy areas and instruments are more
rigorously assessed in section 4. Before, we introduce and discuss trends of several key migration
policies usually assigned to the external (i.e., ex-territorial) dimension which, in combination, form
inherent elements of more complex policy configurations as conceptualised in section 2.
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3.2 External policies
European governments increasingly complement their migration policy mixes by instruments
addressing the external dimension of migration including travel visa, mechanisms and agreements
regulating the return and readmission of migrants unlawfully residing in the country, or resettling
refugees and people in need of protection from non-European third countries. In addition, we
consider some other selected external policies such as development aid as migration-relevant, i.e.,
policymakers regularly justify and employ these policies for purposes of influencing international
migration processes in a certain direction (usually to prevent emigration and large-scale movements
or to facilitate repatriation).
The ‘first line of defence’ (as coined by Torpey 1998) in controlling migration are visa restrictions.
Countries which are not part of the Schengen agreement, can individually chose which nationalities
require a valid travel visa to enter the country. Member states of the Schengen area, instead, concede
on a list of nationalities which require a temporary (Schengen) visa for entering the Schengen area
and the respective country. Between 1995 and 2008 the Schengen area grew from 7 to now 26
member states. Overall, 30 out of 31 European (Schengen and non-Schengen) countries that form
part of this study have significantly liberalised their visa policy – except for the United Kingdom
whose visa policy has not liberalised in the past three decades (Figure A-1 in the Annex).
Over the past 30 years, European states have engaged in bilateral or multilateral (i.e., negotiated by
the EU/EC) readmission agreements. These are signed with several dozens of non-European
countries of origin or transit from where larger number of undocumented migrants originate.
Enforcement of returning irregularly residing migrants back to their home countries (or countries of
transit) is usually facilitated by these agreements as respective countries commit to their obligation
to readmit migrants who European states wish to return. Even though readmission agreements in
some legal forms have been used by all 31 European states of this study, the cross-country difference
is in the overall extent and pace by which such agreements have been signed. While Cyprus, Iceland,
Ireland, or Finland can still refer to relatively few agreements, Switzerland or France are at the
forefront by having signed around 60 readmission agreements (Figure A-2).
Another policy instrument implemented externally are resettlements. This policy is often mentioned
but only very selectively used as an alternative pathway for refugees and asylum seekers to find
protection on European territory. However, it is only a few (Western and Northern) European
countries that resettle refugees frequently. While Norway and Sweden have regularly resettled
protection seekers over the past two decades, Germany or the United Kingdom resettle only
occasionally, and only rather recently (Figure A-3). Overall, resettlement of third country nationals
into Europe is a policy area that is not a “preferred” option of policy makers for admitting migrants.
A policy instrument which is frequently highlighted as a tool for addressing the so-called ‘root
causes’ of irregular migration into Europe is development aid. While this is not uncontroversial in
the literature (Lanati and Thiele 2018; De Haas 2007), donor countries consider aid as instrumental
for reducing irregular migration, through its impact on the livelihoods in the partner countries
which are often countries of origin of irregular migrants. The so-called Official Development
Assistance (ODA) from the European Union (EC) and its national member states amounted to more
than €75.2 billion in 2019, which represents more than half of the global amount of ODA. However,
not all European states are established aid donors. Most Eastern European states do not (yet) engage
to a larger extent in the disbursement of development aid in non-European partner countries. On
the other hand, Western and Northern European countries are among the world leading donor
countries in terms of aid relative to the country's gross domestic product (GDP) (Figure A-4).
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3.3 The European mix of internal and external migration policies
European governments are active in multiple internal and external migration policy areas, however
often with quite different objectives, timings and configurational priorities of these policies. In order
to compare the development of heterogenous policies across countries, we standardise all our policy
indicators into z distributed variables with mean zero and standard deviation of one. This procedure
allows a direct comparison of respective policy scores of otherwise heterogeneously measured
policy data.
We first explore trends in policy area for stationarity by testing each of our key policy variables
against a null hypothesis of unit roots. Table 3 indicates that for most policy areas this hypothesis
can be rejected, yet not for all. Integration, return, and readmission policies are policy areas where
policy trends are non-stationary over time, i.e., moments such as mean or variance are not stable
over time.
After transforming all our policy variables into z distributions, Figure 7 displays polynomial best
fits of z scores for eight migration-relevant policy areas with black-(red-)coloured lines representing
internal (external) policy areas. Pooled on a European level, the graphs show a diversity of linear
and non-linear policy trends. While the trend lines for the internal policies mirror those shown in
Figure 5, a comparison with the trend patterns of external policies is only possible through this
standardisation.

Table 3 Unit root test for stationarity
Policy area

Test statistic (adj. t)

P-value

Stationary

Border policy

–1.818*

0.0345

yes

Admission policy

–2.808**

0.0025

yes

Integration policy

–0.245

0.4033

no

Return policy

–0.099

0.4608

no

–30.623**

0.0000

yes

Readmission policy

-0.492

0.3114

no

Resettlement policy

-5.325**

0.0000

yes

Aid policy

-5.609**

0.0000

yes

Peacekeeping policy

-2.531*

0.0057

yes

Visa policy

Note: Levin-Lin-Chu test includes panel means and time trends. * (**) significant at 5 % (1%) level.

While a comparison of border and visa policies seem to illustrate policy evolution in opposite
directions, this in fact reflects a larger shift in migration policy priorities. Border enforcement policies
have become incrementally more restrictive, this has – with some time lag – been accompanied by a
relaxation of visa restrictions for an increasing number of nationalities. The reversal in visa policy
restrictiveness since the mid-2000s towards more liberal arrangements for inbound travel is in
accordance with the steady trend towards lower barriers in admission and stay regulations. While
access and admission have been relaxed, both return and readmission policies have followed
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remarkably similar trends towards the goal of accelerating the voluntary, or if necessary, forced
return of irregular residing migrants back to their home countries. Furthermore, liberalised
admission and stay regulations for migrants who lawfully entered and reside the country has been
actively supported by an intensification of integration efforts, even though with a diminishing policy
dynamic. Finally, resettlement and aid policies have not seen any major trend over the past decades
with moderately increasing efforts on resettlements but also stagnating aid disbursements, at least
relative to the gross domestic product of the 31 European countries under observation.
Measuring cross-linkages between these policy areas shows a strong bivariate correlation of
intensifying efforts for signing readmission agreements with countries of origin with attempts for
border enforcement (0.516) as well as with efforts to enhance return (0.495). Interestingly, while
readmission and border policies are strongly associated, visa policies are much stronger associated
with border than with readmission policies (Table 4). Strong correlation exists between admission
and both readmission policies and return policies. Weak correlation can be identified between aid
policy and most other migration-relevant policies.
Figure 7 Co-evolution of European internal and external migration policies
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Table 4 Cross-correlation matrix between internal and external migration-relevant policies
Border
policy

Admission
policy

Integration
policy

Return
policy

Visa
policy

Readmission
policy

Admission policy

–0.322*

Integration policy

–0.164*

0.547*

Return policy

0.3910*

–0.390*

–0.310*

Visa policy

–0.343*

0.214*

0.055

–0.099*

Readmission policy

0.516*

–0.439*

–0.137*

0.495*

–0.145*

Resettlement policy

0.286*

–0.100*

0.110*

0.077

–0.259*

0.201*

Aid policy

–0.049

0.271*

0.207*

–0.041

–0.093

0.086

Resettlement
policy

0.453*

Note: (*) significant at 5% level.

In sum, the visualization and statistical description demonstrate that the long-term development of
multiple internal migration policies within countries is partly following a converging trend, e.g.,
policies on border and return enforcement or on admission and integration, while trends between
these policy areas are rather diverging regarding their level of restrictiveness. However, not only
internal migration policies seem to be incoherently associated, but also other internal and external
migration-relevant policies appear to move even in opposite direction.
Yet, descriptive analysis is only an indication of the broader phenomenon. In the next section, we
will further disentangle these correlations with the aim of identifying some more specific spatial
(policy diffusion), intertemporal (policy timing) and configurational (between policy areas) patterns
by applying more rigorous empirical techniques. We are therefore investigating how exactly internal
and external migration-relevant policies are interlinked both within and across European
destination countries.
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4. Spatial, categorical, and temporal interlinkages of
migration-relevant policies
4.1 Empirical strategy
In the following, we estimate the direction and intensity of categorical and spatial dependence
between internal and external migration-relevant policies as hypothesised in section 2. Formally, we
estimate panel fixed effects models of the following specification:
𝑎
𝑎
𝑃𝑗𝑡𝑎 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑠≠𝑎 𝑃𝑗𝑡𝑠≠𝑎 + 𝛽2 𝜔𝑗𝑚𝑡 ∑𝑚≠𝑗 𝑃𝑚𝑡
+ 𝛽3 𝑋𝑗𝑡 + 𝜌𝑗𝑡
+ 𝜀𝑗𝑡𝑎 ,

(1)

where 𝑃𝑗𝑡𝑎 is the z-score of the standardised migration policy indicator of a given type
𝑎 ∈ {border, admission, integration, return, visa, readmission, resettlement, aid} in the European
policy-implementing destination country 𝑗 in time period 𝑡; 𝑃𝑗𝑡𝑠≠𝑎 is the z-sore of the other
standardised migration policy indicators 𝑠 ≠ 𝑎 implemented in EU destination country 𝑗 in time
𝑎
period 𝑡; 𝜔𝑗𝑚𝑡 ∑𝑚≠𝑗 𝑃𝑖𝑚𝑡
the spatially lagged policy dependence term capturing the (distance-)
weighted policy composite of the other European destinations regarding migration policy of type 𝑎;
and 𝜀𝑗𝑡𝑎 is the idiosyncratic error term in the model of migration policy indicator 𝑎. To control for
𝑎
unobserved heterogeneity and spatial clustering, we include destination-time fixed effects 𝜌𝑗𝑡
. We
further control for some time-variant policy-shaping factors 𝑋𝑗𝑡 .
To test spatial policy dependence across the 31 European policy-implementing destination
countries, we first created spatial lag variables for each policy indicator. We employ the inverted
distance between the European destination countries as our weight measure assuming that
migration policies are geographically linked and possibly clustered. The population-weighted
bilateral distance (defined as geographical distance between most populated cities) comes from the
CEPII GeoDist dataset (Mayer and Zignago 2011). This procedure follows the method from
Neumayer and Plümper (2010) who have used inverted distance as one of their spatial weight
variables.
Our key dependent variables are the four internal migration policy areas border (and land control),
admission (including legal entry and stay), integration, and return, in addition to a composite of the
four. We run model (1) separately for each dependent variable to identify the relative importance of
the other policy areas. The data on internal policies comes from the DEMIG-QuantMig migration
policy dataset (2021) and covers all EU member states plus the United Kingdom, Switzerland,
Norway, and Iceland for the period 1990–2020, as described above. The unit of analysis is the
country-year.
The raw policy data identifies weighted policy changes by internal migration policy area, which
means that the direction of annual policy changes towards more (–1) or less (+1) restrictiveness is
weighted by the magnitudes of change (1–4). To estimate absolute levels of policy restrictiveness,
we have further aggregated the yearly policy changes over time, using 1989 as the baseline. This
transformation of the original policy data allows the comparison of absolute level of restrictiveness
across policy area and across countries.
However, since the other external policy indicators originate from diverse sources, and therefore,
follow different measurements, we have standardised all (internal and external) policy indicators to
z-scores. Thus, all standardised policy indicators follow a z-distribution with a mean of zero and
standard deviation of one.
As explanatory variables we include all other internal migration policies to identify categorical
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interlinkages between different internal migration policy areas. Moreover, we include other
migration-relevant policies, such as on unemployment and education, to analyse their association
with the four internal migration policy areas. We assume that these also contribute to, even if
unintentionally or indirectly, trends in complex migration policy configurations towards more
restrictiveness or liberalisation.3
Data for controlling on other internal migration-relevant policies are drawn from the Comparative
Political Data Set (CPDS) (Armingeon, Engler, and Leeman 2021). Specifically, we use the variable
for proxying on unemployment policy (unemployment benefits) measured as “cash expenditure for
unemployment benefits as a percentage of GDP”. We further include a policy indicator on housing
which measures total public and mandatory private expenditure on housing as a percentage of GDP
(housing expenditures), and a policy indicator measuring general government expenditures on
education (education expenditures) (Armingeon, Engler, and Leeman 2021). As data for all these
variables is only available until 2018, we extrapolated for 2019–2020. Yet, no data is available for the
EFTA countries and the sample is thus reduced.
Besides internal migration-relevant policies, we, moreover, incorporate external migration-relevant
policy indicators to identify the interlinkages within external as well between internal and external
migration-relevant policies. Therefore, we use data on three external migration policies: information
on visa restrictions from the extended and extrapolated DEMIG Visa database (2021), the yearly
number of resettlements from UNHCR (UNHCR Resettlement Data, 2021), and number of signed and
active readmission agreements from Cassarino´s inventory of bilateral agreements4. The visa policy
indicator describes the percentage of countries for which each European country requires a shortterm travel visa to access its territory.
Since development aid is often associated to the goal of addressing the ‘root causes’ of irregular
migration, we included international aid as another external migration-relevant policy variable. We
hereby multiplied the annual amount of Official Development Aid (ODA) allocated by each
European country for the sectors “Humanitarian Aid” and “Social Infrastructures and Services” as
a percentage of GDP of the European donor country, based on data available in the OECD/DAC
database (2021). We further included the number of deployments for peacekeeping operations as
percentage of a country’s population. This information is derived from the IPI Peacekeeping
Database5.
As for the control variables, we include in all models, first, the non-EU immigrant stock as a
percentage of the total number of immigrants in each EU country, and second, the number of asylum
applications relative to the respective European country´s population, based on data extracted from
UNHCR (2021). We also control for the economic situation in the European destinations by including
both growth in real income and the unemployment rate, extracted from the World Bank6.

3

For a full typology on migration and migration-relevant policies, see: Czaika, Erdal and Talleras (2021).

Inventory of the bilateral agreements linked to readmission – Jean-Pierre Cassarino (jeanpierrecassarino.com). Accessed
08.10.2021
4

We aggregated the agreements signed in the 30 years under consideration, assigning 1 point for every new
standard agreement (formal bilateral readmission agreement) and 0,5 for non-standard ones (e.g., mobility
partnership, memorandum of understanding, common operating procedures). Agreements replacing existing
ones have been counted as 0. Since data were available until 2019, we extrapolated to cover values for 2020.
5
6

IPI Peacekeeping Database - Humanitarian Data Exchange (humdata.org). Accessed on 08.10.2021
As 1990 is missing from the data on unemployment, we extrapolate here as well. See:

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.KD.ZG.
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4.2 Results and Discussion
The following panel regression results are based on the fixed effects model (1) and provide estimates
addressing the four basic hypotheses as outlined in section 2. We first discuss the extent to which
internal migration policies are categorically interlinked with other internal migration policies.
4.2.1. Interlinkages between internal migration policies
Table 5 reports point estimates on z-transformed policy and control variables. The four migration
policy areas border, admission, integration, and return are hereby statistically significantly
interconnected, supporting the fundamental hypothesis about the interconnected nature of
migration policy configurations. However, even though policy areas are mutually interlinked, the
direction of the interaction is specific to a policy dyad (pair). That is, the four internal migration
policy areas do not evolve in the same direction (as the previous section suggested).

Table 5 Interlinkages between internal migration policies
(1)
(2)
(3)
DV: Policy area

Border

Border
Admission
Integration
Return
Migrant stock
GDP per capita
Unemployment rate
Asylum applications
Constant

–0.528***
(0.0374)
–0.0729*
(0.0410)
0.308***
(0.0354)
0.0731
(0.0650)
–0.00682
(0.0183)
–0.0462*
(0.0264)
0.0105
(0.0236)
0.00157
(0.0183)

(4)

Admission

Integration

Return

–0.336***
(0.0238)

–0.0468*
(0.0263)
0.440***
(0.0297)

0.247***
(0.0283)
–0.291***
(0.0357)
–0.117***
(0.0366)

0.437***
(0.0295)
–0.231***
(0.0283)
–0.0717
(0.0518)
–0.0189
(0.0146)
0.0423**
(0.0210)
–0.0201
(0.0188)
–0.00139
(0.0146)

Observations
961
961
R-squared
0.505
0.623
Countries
31
31
Note: Standard errors in parentheses: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

–0.0941***
(0.0293)
–0.180***
(0.0518)
0.0148
(0.0147)
–0.0698***
(0.0210)
–0.111***
(0.0185)
–0.00152
(0.0147)

–0.277***
(0.0575)
0.00384
(0.0164)
–0.0240
(0.0236)
–0.00805
(0.0211)
–0.00245
(0.0164)

961
0.468
31

961
0.417
31

For instance, admission policies are negatively associated with border policies, but also with return
policies. More concretely, liberalization of admission policies by one standard deviation is usually
associated with more restrictive border policies of 0.528 standard deviations, but only a 0.291
standard deviation change in restrictive policies on return. The negative associations between border
policies and admission as well as integration policies is indicative of the ‘fortress Europe’ idea of
secured borders, on the one hand, and internal liberalization of admission and integration policies
on the other. This also supports our hypothesis 1 that is based on the “number versus rights” logic.
That is, while governments turn border policies more restrictive with the intention to reduce the
number of (irregular) migrants, they might provide more rights internally by liberalising integration
policies. This, at least, suggests the negative association between border and integration, as well as
admission.
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The (negative) link between admission and border policies is the strongest in this 4x3 matrix of
internal migration policy areas. This is not by surprise as they are both concerned with redirecting
the irregular ’entry’ of migrants towards more regular pathways. The weakest link between internal
migration policy areas exists between border and integration policies providing an indication for
the assumption that more 'distant’ policy areas – regarding their ultimate objectives – are rather
loosely linked.
At the same time, admission policies are positively associated with integration policies, that is the
trend towards more liberal entry regulations has been supplemented by supportive integration
measures. A similar positive relationship exists between border and return policies, even though
these two policies co-evolve towards more restrictive policy regulations. A one standard deviation
change towards more restrictive border policies is usually associated with a 0.247 standard deviation
change towards more restrictive return policies, or a 0.308 standard deviation change vice versa,
indicating to some policy coherence between these two policy areas.
Interestingly, a higher percentage in the non-European immigrant population is only relevant for
policies on integration and return, but not for border or admission policies. That is, a larger nonEuropean population is usually associated with more restrictive integration and return policies. The
relative importance of asylum application is similarly associated with a more restrictive integration
policy, but not with any of the other internal migration policies. This finding might seem surprising
considering the anti-sympathetic sentiments towards refugees in many parts of Europe in recent
years. The unemployment rate is (negative) significant for almost all internal migration policies
except return, yet positively significant in relation to admission policies. Income growth seems not
to play a role for internal migration policymaking.
In addition, we also tested for temporal dependence between different migration policy areas (see
Table A-2 in the Annex). The results show that in most cases, temporal dependence does play some
role. Overall, migration policies seem to change rather simultaneously instead of being sequential
lagged. This can be seen by the non-significant results of the temporal lags (1 and 2 years), but
significant results of when there is no lag. This might be an indication that specific migration policies
are often part of a broader migration reform package that take place at the same time. Only in the
case of admission, a time lag of two years is for all policy areas significant.
Regarding other migration-relevant internal policies, i.e., those where migrants may only be
indirectly affected, the results reported in Table 6 only partly confirm the welfare magnet argument
and thus, hypothesis 2. For example, as housing expenditure increases, the more restrictive become
border, admission and return policies. The strongest link is between housing and border. Education
expenditure is also overall positively associated with migration policies overall on the aggregate
level as well with admission.
Yet, against expectation, education and unemployment expenditures are negatively associated with
border. Unemployment benefits are, in addition, negatively connected to admission. These policy
configurations thus rather co-evolve in the same than into opposite directions as would be
hypothesized by the welfare magnet argument. The reason could be that those countries that are
more generous providers of welfare benefits, e.g., for unemployment or education, are usually also
more welcoming to migrants. In the past, this has for example been the case for the Northern
European countries, such as Sweden (Brochmann and Hagelund 2012). Their generous welfare
system might function as a ’buffer’ for more restrictions. However, the findings demonstrate as well
that the higher the unemployment rate, the more restrictive migration policies become on border
enforcement and admission. Thus, the results do not provide a clear picture. A problem might be
also that the operationalisation of migration-relevant policies in terms of education and
unemployment benefits relative to the GDP are overly crude measures. Possibly more specific and
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disaggregated policy measures are needed to get a better understanding of the interlinkages
between internal migration and migration-relevant policies

Table 6 Interlinkages between internal migration and other migration-relevant policies
DV: Policy area

(1)
All internal
policies

(2)
Border

Border
Admission

Migrant stock
GDP per capita
Unemployment rate
Asylum applicat.
Constant

Observations
R-squared

(5)
Return

-0.357***
(0.0255)

-0.0150
(0.0298)
0.463***
(0.0328)

0.189***
(0.0312)
-0.264***
(0.0380)
-0.153***
(0.0368)

-0.0773**
(0.0343)
0.221***
(0.0286)
0.0463
(0.0452)
-0.101
(0.0633)
0.0279
(0.0187)
0.00999
(0.0278)
-0.146***
(0.0233)
0.0173
(0.0195)

0.419***
(0.0296)
-0.208***
(0.0300)
-0.193***
(0.0278)
0.0904***
(0.0258)
0.116***
(0.0368)
-0.0757
(0.0515)
-0.0166
(0.0150)
0.0893***
(0.0223)
-0.0229
(0.0193)
0.0298*
(0.0156)

-0.134***
(0.0321)
0.0563*
(0.0300)
0.0160
(0.0273)
0.00577
(0.0389)
-0.174***
(0.0539)
0.0275*
(0.0158)
-0.0960***
(0.0234)
-0.108***
(0.0200)
-0.0274*
(0.0164)

0.0186
(0.0322)
-0.0565*
(0.0292)
0.0930**
(0.0415)
-0.288***
(0.0572)
0.00962
(0.0169)
-0.0303
(0.0253)
-0.0138
(0.0217)
0.00662
(0.0176)

868
0.124

868
0.579

868
0.659

868
0.493

868
0.418

28

28

Return

Housing expend.

(4)
Integration

-0.535***
(0.0382)
-0.0203
(0.0404)
0.224***
(0.0370)
-0.265***
(0.0338)
-0.200***
(0.0311)
0.245***
(0.0445)
0.00267
(0.0632)
-0.0520***
(0.0183)
0.0593**
(0.0275)
0.0121
(0.0237)
0.0332*
(0.0191)

Integration

Unemployment
benefits
Education expend.

(3)
Admission

Countries
28
28
28
Note: Standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Overall, the results nevertheless demonstrate that internal migration and migration-relevant
policies, such as housing, unemployment, and education, can be relevant and associated to other
internal migration policy domains, yet to different degrees. Particularly border enforcement policies
seem to play the strongest role as the coefficients are the highest within these policy configurations.
Integration yet relates to other migration-relevant policy areas to a lesser degree. The reason could
be that the benefits of expenditures already reflect partly the integration measures. Therefore,
migration policies should be regarded within a broader policy configuration and not just be studied
individually to understand, for example, the effects of policy restrictions on integration.
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4.2.2. Interlinkages between internal and external migration policies
Expanding on the toolbox of migration-relevant policies, Table 7 reports on estimates on the
interlinkages between internal migration-relevant policies and external migration policies. First, we
clearly can see that external migration policies are strongly associated with internal migration
policies, both at an aggregate and disaggregated level. For all internal policy areas, external policies
are of significant relevance as shown by the significant coefficients in all model specifications. Yet,
how exactly do internal and external policies interact? From the “internal-external security nexus”
argument or “escape logic” as stated, e.g., by Carrapico and Trauner (2012) and in section 2, we
would expect that increased restrictiveness of the external policy mix is associated with increased
liberalisation of the internal policy mix. This, however, can only been partly confirmed. Hypothesis
3, thus, cannot be verified for all policy configurations.

Table 7 Interlinkages between internal and external migration policies
DV: Policy area

(1)
All internal
policies

(2)
All internal
policies

(3)
Border

Border

(4)
Admission

(5)
Integration

(6)
Return

–0.104***
(0.0241)

–0.108***
(0.0271)

0.0721**
(0.0303)

0.555***
(0.0323)

–0.102**
(0.0411)
–0.162***
(0.0363)

–0.216***
(0.0247)
0.155***
(0.0238)
0.0789***
(0.0222)

–0.177***
(0.0265)
0.177***
(0.0243)
0.0843***
(0.0223)
0.0438**
(0.0221)
–0.130***
(0.0481)

–0.191***
(0.0443)
–0.157***
(0.0395)
0.0849**
(0.0357)
0.299***
(0.0352)
–0.141***
(0.0270)
0.176***
(0.0234)
–0.127***
(0.0227)
0.0841*
(0.0492)

Controls

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Constant

-0.00443
(0.0163)

-0.0113
(0.0164)

0.0195
(0.0166)

-0.00685
(0.0122)

-0.00201
(0.0137)

0.0116
(0.0153)

961
0.746
31

961
0.551
31

961
0.514
31

Admission
Integration
Return
Readmission
Visa
Resettlement
Peacekeeping
Aid

Observations
961
961
961
R-squared
0.247
0.259
0.611
Countries
31
31
31
Note: Standard errors in parentheses: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

0.439***
(0.0255)
–0.0655**
(0.0263)
–0.291***
(0.0252)
0.224***
(0.0188)
–0.0486***
(0.0177)
–0.0470***
(0.0169)
0.0622*
(0.0363)

–0.131***
(0.0294)
0.135***
(0.0300)
–0.0931***
(0.0225)
0.160***
(0.0193)
0.0794***
(0.0189)
–0.166***
(0.0405)

0.374***
(0.0313)
0.0578**
(0.0252)
0.0817***
(0.0221)
–0.0122
(0.0212)
0.0397
(0.0454)

Visa policy restrictions come with more relaxed border enforcement policies and more supportive
integration policies, and at the same time, seem to be combined with stricter admission and return
policies. This policy configuration gets more complex when also resettlement policies are
considered. While more restrictive (liberal) visa policies seem to be combined with overall more
(less) restrictive internal migration policies (e.g., on admission), this policy complex is partly
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counterbalanced by more generous (restrictive) resettlement policies. These policy configurations
therefore move into opposite directions. The strongest link here is between readmission and
admission policies.
Consequently, external migration policies generally should not be ignored in the broader
configuration of migration-relevant policies. Only the direction of interaction is inconclusive and
requires further investigation. For instance, while an increasing focus on readmission is largely
associated with an intensification of border and return enforcement policies, it is also in line with
more restrictive integration policies, as well as more liberal admission policies. Here our hypothesis
thus does not hold. Moreover, of all external policy areas in our sample, resettlement generally is
the least connected to all other internal migration policies, largely because overall few resettlement
quotas are available and only few countries resettle at all.
When moving beyond internal and external migration policies to external migration relevant
policies, we find that not all interlinkages between internal and external migration-relevant policy
follow consistently the same trend. For example, enhanced aid disbursement is combined with
stricter border and return policies, military interventions in the form of peacekeeping missions are
rather linked to changes towards more liberal arrangements in these policy areas, although not
statistically significant for return. In general, greater financial or technical engagement of European
donor countries in form of development assistance is ‘traded’ against military interventions, as both
policy areas show consistently the opposite linkages with respective internal migration policy areas.
Aid seems to increase the restrictiveness of border and admission, but only loosely. The link is
stronger for aid and integration and migration policies overall on the aggregate level where it is also
negative. This latter finding supports the idea of using aid as a migration control tool to
counterbalance liberalisation of internal migration policy, such as integration. Therefore, the
internal-external policy configuration is not consistent throughout, seen by the example of aid,
peacekeeping, visa, or readmission associations with internal migration policy areas, as these policy
areas may not (always) follow the same goals. This leads to the conclusion that there is considerable
policy incoherence between internal and external migration policies exist. Yet it is further
demonstrated that internal and external migration policies are categorically intertwined.
4.2.3. Spatial interlinkages between migration-relevant policies
We further hypothesized that internal and external migration policies are not only categorically
interlinked, but also spatially. Table 8 shows the results of spatial cross-European interlinkages of
internal migration policies, while Table 9 shows respective spatial dependences of external policies.
For both policy domains, we find spatial dependence between geographically proximate European
countries, indicated by the positive and significant coefficients for all spatial lag terms. We therefore
find supportive evidence for hypothesis 4; migration policies changes, be it internal or external,
follow similar trends in other European countries and may even converge over time across Europe
(Hollifield et al. 2014; Meyers 2002).
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Table 8 Spatial interlinkages of internal migration policies
DV: Policy area

Spatial effect

(1)
All internal
policies

(2)
Border

(3)
Admission

(4)
Integration

(5)
Return

0.314***
(0.0167)

0.658***
(0.0224)
0.0287
(0.0329)
–0.0283
(0.0296)
0.0979***
(0.0264)

0.437***
(0.0253)

0.0948***
(0.0282)
0.391***
(0.0330)

0.217***
(0.0333)
–0.200***
(0.0376)
–0.0609*
(0.0368)

Admission
Integration

Controls

Yes

Yes

0.287***
(0.0270)
–0.125***
(0.0254)
0.000966
(0.0285)
Yes

Constant

–0.00129
(0.0154)

0.00159
(0.0132)

–0.00174
(0.0127)

Return
Border

Observations
961
961
961
R-squared
0.318
0.744
0.715
Countries
31
31
31
Note: Standard errors in parentheses: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

–0.0642**
(0.0305)
–0.00482
(0.0290)
Yes

0.118***
(0.0340)
Yes

–0.00149
(0.0146)

–0.00239
(0.0160)

961
0.474
31

961
0.442
31

Changes in policy-mixes in one EU country follow hereby changes in other geographically
proximate countries. The strongest spatial interlinkage we identify in the areas of border policy
(Table 7) and readmission policy (Table 8). This implies that more restrictive border policies in
geographically proximate countries produce a policy spillover effect in neighboring countries. This
is less the case in the area of admission and visa policy, and the least in the area of integration policy.
This suggests that integration policies are largely independent from integration policy changes in
other European countries, which we interpret as an indication for the fact that policy makers
consider integration as a prime national policy domain with relatively little implications or
externalities for the rest of Europe.
In the domain of external migration policies7 though, policy convergence seems to be the dominant
pattern, which is supported by the policy diffusion literature (e.g., Gilard and Wasserfallen 2019).
Policy harmonization at the European level, coordinated by the European Commission, leads in
some external policy areas such as on visa or readmission, to an institutionalized policy diffusion
with relatively little leeway for national specificities. We find evidence for weak spatial dependence
in the area of resettlement, an area where only very few European countries are active on a large
scale, and with little coordinative capacity of European institutions.
Finally, how are external migration-relevant policies interlinked? Table 8 further reports that visa
policies become more restrictive with increasing aid allocations. Aid in this way is complementarily
used to strengthen migration control (Thiele and Lanati 2018). At the same time, increasing aid
allocations seem to support efforts on resettlement and readmission. Aid policies have hereby the
strongest link with resettlement, possibly counterbalancing the reluctantly provided resettlement
options by some ‘compensatory’ aid. In the case of peacekeeping deployments, we find evidence for
this policy area to be complementary to efforts on resettlement and readmission, but also with regard
to the more relaxed visa regulations. Therefore, we find empirical support for both, counter-

7

In the Annex, we did the same with the aggregate of all internal migration policies.
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balancing effects between migration and external migration-relevant policies, but also for coevolving trends of external migration policies.
In sum, we can conclude that strong categorical and spatial interlinkages between both internal and
external migration-relevant policies exists, although to different degrees and strengths.8 Moreover,
the extent to which these functional relationships are by design or rather ‘unintentional’ is beyond
the scope of this paper.
However, most of the hypotheses outlined in section 2 are largely supported by the above findings,
indicating that a complex policy making dynamic may exist, and therefore, broader migration policy
configurations should not be ignored, neither in designing effective migration policies nor in
analysing migration policy effects. Our results seem to indicate that policies can partly undermine
the expected effects of other policies, thus demanding for an enhanced policy coordination within
and across European countries.

Table 9 Spatial and categorical interlinkages of external migration policies
DV: Policy area

(1)
Readmission

(2)
Visa

(3)
Resettlement

Spatial effect
–0.182***
(0.0437)

Readmission

Visa
Resettlement
Aid
Peacekeeping
Border
Admission
Integration
Return
Constant

–0.102***
(0.0245)
–0.00223
(0.0218)
0.199***
(0.0440)
–0.0488**
(0.0207)
0.244***
(0.0287)
–0.437***
(0.0378)
0.160***
(0.0356)
0.359***
(0.0301)
–0.0104
(0.0150)

(5)
Visa

(6)
Resettlement

0.656***
(0.0235)

0.436***
(0.0358)

0.193***
(0.0336)

–0.0920**
(0.0412)

0.00310
(0.0492)

–0.00513
(0.0500)
0.0893**
(0.0373)

0.0693**
(0.0290)
0.255***
(0.0588)
–0.117***
(0.0275)
–0.206***
(0.0392)
0.599***
(0.0502)
–0.197***
(0.0475)
0.0989**
(0.0431)
0.0184
(0.0200)

(4)
Readmission

0.298***
(0.0667)
0.0870***
(0.0314)
0.330***
(0.0438)
–0.168***
(0.0610)
0.437***
(0.0525)
0.180***
(0.0487)
–0.0165
(0.0227)

–0.0914***
(0.0180)
0.00118
(0.0160)
0.0544*
(0.0328)
0.0479***
(0.0156)
–0.0433*
(0.0235)
–0.117***
(0.0300)
0.269***
(0.0264)
0.220***
(0.0227)
–0.0214*
(0.0110)

0.108***
(0.0369)
0.0976***
(0.0270)
0.226***
(0.0546)
–0.168***
(0.0259)
0.000535
(0.0401)
0.349***
(0.0509)
–0.190***
(0.0441)
0.0334
(0.0403)
0.0186
(0.0185)

Observations
961
961
961
961
961
R-squared
0.696
0.463
0.217
0.836
0.538
Countries
31
31
31
31
31
Note: Standard errors in parentheses: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Controls included.

0.259***
(0.0659)
0.0861***
(0.0309)
0.186***
(0.0498)
–0.122**
(0.0605)
0.418***
(0.0517)
0.193***
(0.0479)
–0.0178
(0.0223)
961
0.244
31

In the annex, we also tested for temporal dependence. Overall, policies change simultaneously instead of being sequential.
This can be seen by the non-significant results of the temporal lags (1 and 2 years), but significant results of when there is
no lag in Table A-2. Therefore, European governments need especially to be aware of the interlinkages and intended or
unintended effects of migration and migration relevant policies and consider the interactions between both internal and
external migration policy mix.
8
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5. Conclusion
This study has shown that European policies with migration relevance are directly or indirectly
interlinked and functionally intertwined, forming complex policy configurations. Drawing on a
compilation of new and updated policy datasets on internal, external, and other migration-relevant
policies, we explored those configurations in and across 31 European states between 1990 and 2020.
The three decades under scrutiny have been characterized by intense policy activity, with European
policymakers being increasingly engaged in policy reforms. This dynamism comes with no surprise,
irrespective of whether we explain it by looking at the salience of migration in the public debate, at
potential functional spillovers of the European integration process or at the number of external
events occurred during this timeframe.
At the same time, the magnitude of the changes has gradually decreased, and adaptations have
mostly fine-tuned the existing “policy core” (Trauner and Servent 2016). Taking this dynamic policy
landscape as a starting point, our analysis demonstrates that, although to different degrees,
functional relationships do exist among internal migration policies (on border enforcement,
admission, integration, return), but also between internal and some external migration policies such
as readmission and visa policies, as well as between migration and migration-relevant policies such
as health, labour-markets, or aid. Policies and migration-relevant policies co-evolve within larger
complexes towards more, or less, restrictiveness within but also between countries. We thus argue
here that, rather than being unstructured and functionally unrelated sets of multiple instruments,
policies do mutually affect (strengthen or undermine) each other, and conjointly diminish or
enhance their effectiveness, depending on the direction of their co-evolution and the degree of
functional interlinkage. From this perspective, we can fairly claim that the notion of policy
configuration is a more appropriate concept to capture the evolution of migration and migrationrelevant policies in Europe.
Highlighting the complex interplay between policy instruments, our research has fleshed out four
fundamental hypotheses, the first applying the “numbers versus rights logic” among internal
migration policies, the second applying the welfare-magnet proposition to migration and migration
relevant policies, the third checking the validity of the ‘internal-external security nexus’ and the
fourth elaborating on the convergence effect across policy mixes. The findings support by and large
our hypotheses and draw at the same time an heterogenous picture, with multiple migration and
migration-relevant policies showing different degrees of interconnectedness, and often evolving in
opposite directions. We show, for instance, that internal migration policies are highly interlinked.
Yet, the direction of policy changes illustrates that policy linkages are ‘clustered’. While states seem
to rely on border and return policies together to control the number of migrants entering and residing
in Europe, they also tend to coordinate on the ‘qualitative composition’ of the migrant population
through the co-development of their admission and integration policies.
When comparing internal and external policy domains, we see less coherent trends. These
dimensions are, indeed, strongly associated, but the “internal-external security nexus,” according to
which internal liberalisation would trigger more restrictive external policies is not validated for all
policy areas. The picture that emerges from the combination of these results indicates inter alia a
‘fortress Europe’ in the making wherein visa policy restrictions are utilised as a ’first line of defence’
and a pre-condition for European governments to loosen border enforcement, expand on their
opportunities for admission and strengthen their integration support policies. Moreover, only
weakly increasing aid disbursements and only selectively relaxing internal and external policies
suggest that aid may still play a rather subordinate role as tool for managing and controlling
unwanted immigration. Besides aid, additional work is needed to understand and conjecture on the
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complex relationship between migration and other migration-relevant such as welfare provisions.
While the strong spatial convergence towards restrictive border and intensifying efforts to facilitate
return and readmission witnessed across European countries contribute to the narrative of a fortress
in the making, cross-country interlinkages, and common trends in some policy areas like admission,
visa and integration are weaker and do not hint at a homogeneously liberal internal dimension. A
fine-grained explanation of the substantial independence of these policy domains is beyond the
scope of this paper and will be addressed in a follow up to this research. However, it is worth
highlighting how those areas, unlike return and readmission, pertain to the core of state sovereignty,
they are loosely coordinated at the supranational level and involve overly complex agenda.
To further explain the complex patterns that we have identified in this paper, one cannot ignore the
manifold array of actors, institutions and norms that drive or constrain policy regimes´ formation
and change. Our findings therefore complement the rich literature on migration policy drivers
(Boswell 2007; Zincone, Penninx, and Borkert 2011; Geddes 2018) by disentangling European policymixes, describing functional relationships within and across mixes and validating the more finegrained notion of configurations as a conceptual starting point for future research. Moreover, in line
with what has been demonstrated by previous studies on the side effects of policy interventions on
migrations flows (Czaika and de Haas 2013), this contribution suggests that policymakers must
consider the impact that some instruments may have on policy-making processes in other realms
and in proximate countries.
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7. Annex

External

Internal

Table A-1 Descriptive statistics, internal and external policy indicators
Policy indicator

Obs

Mean

SD

Min

Max

Source

Border policy

961

7.71

8.04

–4

36

DEMIG-Quantmig policy database
(2021)

Admission policy

961

–8.70

10.53

–42.63

17.83

DEMIG-Quantmig policy database
(2021)

Integration policy

961

–9.89

11.89

–52.53

17

DEMIG-Quantmig policy database
(2021)

Return policy

961

7.25

10.36

–10.50

49.5

DEMIG-Quantmig policy database
(2021)

Visa policy

961

0.60

0.14

0.35

1

DEMIG Visa, own extention (2021)

Resettlement policy

961

373.21

982.81

0

9640

UNHCR (2021)

Readmission policy

961

15.98

12.64

0

60

Cassarino (2019), own extension

Aid policy

961

.0019

.0024

0

.0136

OECD/DAC (2021)

Peacekeeping

961

.0003

.0006

0

.0047

IPI Peacekeeping Database
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Table A-2 Temporal interlinkages between internal migration policies
DV: Policy area

(1)
Border

Border
Temporal lag 1 Border
Temporal lag 2 Border
Admission
Temp. lag 1 Admission
Temp. lag 2 Admission
Integration
Temp. lag 1 Integration
Temp. lag 2 Integration
Return
Temporal lag 1 Return
Temporal lag 2 Return
Controls
Constant

(2)
Admission

(3)
Integration

(4)
Return

–0.245***
(0.0858)
0.00375
(0.121)
–0.109
(0.0860)

–0.0577
(0.0847)
0.0452
(0.119)
–0.0242
(0.0848)
0.280***
(0.0984)
0.00622
(0.142)
0.163*
(0.0978)

0.416***
(0.0951)
–0.185
(0.135)
–0.0216
(0.0960)
–0.257**
(0.113)
0.144
(0.162)
–0.207*
(0.112)
–0.0185
(0.131)
0.135
(0.178)
–0.194
(0.125)

–0.210*
(0.126)
–0.0843
(0.182)
–0.279**
(0.126)
0.107
(0.147)
0.0434
(0.200)
–0.217
(0.140)
–0.0406
(0.145)
0.139
(0.203)
0.192
(0.139)
Yes

0.344***
(0.116)
0.0105
(0.159)
0.0909
(0.111)
–0.284**
(0.116)
–0.0257
(0.163)
0.0712
(0.111)
Yes

0.183
(0.114)
–0.0187
(0.160)
–0.230**
(0.109)
Yes

Yes

0.0930***
(0.0239)

–0.0192
(0.0195)

–0.0607***
(0.0199)

0.0248
(0.0221)

Observations
899
899
899
R-squared
0.525
0.633
0.456
Countries
31
31
31
Note: Standard errors in parentheses: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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0.410
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Table A-3 Spatial interlinkages of external migration policies with internal migration
policy aggregate
(1)
DV: Policy area Readmission

(2)
Visa

(3)
Resettlement

Spatial effect
–0.499***
(0.0318)

Readmission
–0.423***
(0.0270)
0.186***
(0.0266)
0.418***
(0.0570)
–0.154***
(0.0264)
–0.262***
(0.0391)

–0.0162
(0.0297)
0.329***
(0.0627)
–0.131***
(0.0289)
0.308***
(0.0422)

Controls

Yes

Constant

0.0116
(0.0199)

Visa
Resettlement
Aid
Peacekeeping
All internal
policies

0.271***
(0.0387)
–0.0199
(0.0366)

(4)
Readmission

(5)
Visa

(6)
Resettlement

0.713***
(0.0174)

0.507***
(0.0304)
–0.172***
(0.0341)

0.273***
(0.0295)
0.171***
(0.0386)
0.0549
(0.0359)

0.328***
(0.0699)
0.0765**
(0.0323)
0.181***
(0.0479)

–0.137***
(0.0175)
0.0418**
(0.0163)
0.0455
(0.0352)
0.0689***
(0.0166)
0.141***
(0.0253)

0.0763***
(0.0266)
0.278***
(0.0551)
–0.206***
(0.0257)
0.0614
(0.0399)

0.245***
(0.0674)
0.0977***
(0.0310)
0.234***
(0.0461)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.0116
(0.0216)

–0.00787
(0.0240)

–0.0210*
(0.0119)

0.0187
(0.0190)

–0.0146
(0.0230)

961
0.808
31

961
0.514
31

961
0.194
31

Observations
961
961
961
R-squared
0.458
0.368
0.119
Countries
31
31
31
Note: Standard errors in parentheses: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Figure A-1 Visa policy restrictiveness in percentage nationalities requiring entry visa

Data source: DEMIG Visa (2014), amended by visa data for 2020. Interpolation for the period 2014-2019.
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Figure A-2 Trends in readmission policy, no. of readmission agreements in place, by
country

Data source: Cassarino (2020), own elaboration of additions.
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Figure A-3 Number of resettled persons, by country

Data source: UNHCR (2021)
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Figure A-4 Aid disbursement as proportion of GDP, by donor country

Data source: OECD/DAC (2021)
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